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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The emphasis in the language classroom has begun to move 
from the classical mfjthods suoH as the Grammar Translation 
Method and the Direct Method to a more communicative one in the 
last two decades. In recent years teachers of English in widely 
diverse settings Imve found a new excitement and confidence in 
adopting the communicative approach that suits their groups, 
their own personalities, particular teaching points, tlie material 
and time available, and even tlie lay out of the classroom. We —  
as classroom teachers and researcliers--have to learn how to teach 
our students Englisli for communicative purposes, because a 
communicative methodology differs significantly from traditional 
methodology.
Communicative language teaching (CLT) means slightly 
different things to di.fferent people and there is a lot of 
discussion on the theory beliind it. In practical terms 
communicative teacliing ha.s a profound effect on classroom 
material.s and practice. The greater emphasi.s is on:
1-) relating the language we teach to the way in which 
English if! used (i.e. the focus i.s on "use" rather 
than "usage")
2” ) fiotiy i t ie:-> in which students have the chance to speak 
in tlie target language independently of the teacher 
(fluency activities)
3-) exposing students to exaiupies of natural language rather 
than textboolts vihich are used for language teaching 
purposes (authenticity)
Hundreds of books, journal articles, conference papers, new 
approaches such as Asher's Total Physical Response, Lozanow's 
Suggestopedia, Curran's Comniunity'Language Learning, and Kraeshen 
and Terrell's Natural Approach have been written and designed under 
the banner of Communicative Language Teaching. Most of them 
have been theoretical in nature and may well leave the practicing 
language teacher wondering how the nev? hypotheses can actually be 
related to situations in which students experience language 
acquisition.
SECTION II
STATKMEMT OF THE TOPIC
It is true that all normal, human beings achieve proficiency 
in their native language. In the case of foreign language 
learners the enviroriment and the quantity and even the quality of 
the target language are completely different, in the sense that 
they are not in the natural situation. Basically, foreign 
language learning lakes place iti an artificial atmosphere as 
opposed to the natural environment of first language acquisition.
In addition to this fact, most research in second language 
acquisition lias been done in the area of English as a Second 
Language (ESL) where subjects are adult college students studying
English in the United States or in the United Kingdom or other 
English“spea.king nations. Consequently,, much of the research in 
the field of second language acquisition is not directly and 
easily transferable to the foreign language teaching context, but 
some of the research findings obtained by researchers also 
suggest some certain directions and practices that need to be 
pursued (RiverEi, 19B3).
All language teachers observe that all students do not take 
in everything that they hear even though they are exposed to the 
same amount of input in the classroom. This fact explains that 
there are at least two kinds of learners in the classes: "slow
learners" and "good learners." Obviously, this fact does not 
mean that some of them are not capable of learning, but rather 
that they cannot acquire the target language as quickly as the 
others. This means that there may b(? some affective and emotional 
factors that affect tliC rate and quality of language acquisition 
in the classes.
Most English teachers in Turkey produce "structurally 
competent" students or "tongue-tied grammarians" who have 
developed the ability to produce grammat leal iy ciorrect sentences 
yet who arc unable to porfr.irm a simple communicative task. In 
many classes, Htu'JenLs are expected to, study grammar rules and 
examples deductively, to meinorixe them, and apply the rules to 
other example.s. They liave to memoriae native equivalents for 
foreign vocabulary words. Having the students answer simple 
questions correctly is considered important.
In this kind of language teaching the major emphasis is on 
teaching tlio £îtudenti=; how to form sentences correctly, or how to
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handle thfs .struotures of the tarijet language easily and without 
error. The result of tliis emphasis has been students who know 
grammar r-ules but lack communicative ability, because these 
approaches are not essentially based on theories of language
acquisition. ’
How can this situation be changed? In language teaching, as 
in other fields, new developments often begin as reactions to old 
ones. We can find one poisissible answer to this question by
recognising the importance of ''communicative language teaching." 
Communicative language leaching can be distinguished itself from 
more traditional approaches where the focus is heavily on teaching 
structural competence.
Among the recent comirmn ieat ive approaches Krashen and
Terrell's Natural Approacli seems to lie more appropriate for 
application in Turkey, as it is adaptable to many teaching 
contexts for students of all ages and is highly flexible with 
regard to the sort of t;caching techniques used presently in the 
classroom. In addition, i1: does not require very special equipment 
and very extensive teacher training.
The purpose of thin pro,;iect i.s to provide ways and
suggestions for implementing Krashen's· Five Hypotheses behind the 
Natural Approach in Turkish English classes.
Before beginning any teaching operation, curriculum or 
material designers list tiic items that they wish their students 
to learn. Wlien they con.sider a communicative syllabus as opposed 
to a struot(.n.’a 1 syllabus, a communicative syllabus contains many 
lists such as notions, functions, settings, topics and roles.
Therejfore, curriculum and luale rials designers ’ can benefit from 
this project in order to design appropriate communicative syllabi 
for Turkey.
It is probably safe to say that many teachers may still 
remain unsure of wlrich approach is the most effective and useful 
in teaching EngJ.ish communicatively. For many of them, this 
research study can change their concepts of language teaching and 
improve their methodology and their results.
In tlie light of tlie results of the library review, the 
researcher expects to understand whether Kra.shen's Second Language 
Acquisition theory Improves tlie concept of language teaching or 
suggests new ideas for communicative language teaching in Turkey.
SECTION III
DEALING WITH MOTIVATION AND LARGE CLASSES
In TurI?oy, lingliid) language students in general begin their 
association with the foreign language full of enthusiasm at 
secondary scliool, but they, someliow, lose it when they find out 
that they are unabJe tij |.>rugrecs. I believe that motivation is 
something too often missing in our students, and without 
motivation, individuo.i success in acquiring a language is unlikely, 
Teacherus of Englisli w)io are; used to groups of 2U or 25 
students might find a group of 35 to be rather threatening. 
Others may be relieved when tliey have only 60 students. 
Therefore, the arnswer to tlie question of "What is a large class?" 
may vary from teaolier to toacfier a.11 over the world. Although 
la.rge classes arc often friund at tlie .siiicomlary level, we— English
language beacliers.have ¡seen very large classes of 80 to 95
oi' even hundreds In a Turkisli university.
Actually, large classes create many problems for teachers 
who wl.sh to apply communicative language teaciring methods. Here 
is a list of some pos.sible problems that English teachers may 
encounter when tliey try to use communicative activities in large 
classes in Turkey.
1-) Discipline may be a problem
2····) There are many physical constraints, such as the rows of
tlie desks whiich are fi.xed to the floor. The rowfs of heavy 
desks might also include the problems of;
A“) coping with noi.se
B--) managing instruction and setting up activities 
C···) monitor.iVig individual student work, within the class
3- ) It may be impossible, to provide the necessary duplicatcd
mater laIs
4- ) Students and 1;eaoiier may prefer studying grammar over
»
and over again
When teachers are faced with problems such as these, it is 
not surprising if tliey feel, that Lliere is a gap between the 
theory of commuriit j ve approach and l.he reality o.f their own 
teaching situation. English teachers can find some practical 
suggestions and activities for application of communicative 
language teaching for large classes as well as small classes 
in Turkey.
SECTION IV
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A) AN· EXPLANATION OF LANGfJAGE ACQUISITION
Today, we know extensive research has confirmed that
acquisition is a far more powerful and central process than
(
learning. Tracy Terrell (1983) claims that teaching languages 
is an intellectual rdctivity. Students who wish to communicate 
must acquire this ability in much the same way that speakers, 
adults or children, acquire it in a. natural situation. Krashen
(198,3) also provides strong evidence that learned, rather than
acquired, rules are of limited use to students. Other Second 
Language Acquisition .specialists sucii a.s Ellis ( 1985), Littlewood 
(1984), and Wilkins (1974) also agree that acquisition plays an 
importiiint role in learning ia.ng,uages. The following section will 
give an answer to the question of "What is language acquisition?"
It is clear tliat all children learn iiow to speak their
native language if Lluire is nvj pliysical or mental deficiency. No 
parents send their children to schools to learn how to talk their 
native language, but they send them to schools to learn how to 
re,ad and write. Cliildron are not aware of the proces.s involved 
in first i.anguoge .acqu is i. t imi because it is a natural part of 
Iheir lives. Tlie ma.ior question raised is "How come a child, who 
is born as a nonverbal infant, can communicate before his/her 
intellectual capacity is fully developed?" (Chomsky, 1972). How 
do children acquire tiie part of lan,guage called grammar which
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formsj their .1. ingu jtie competence? Tn addition, they pick it up 
at a very early age, and produce sentences which they have never 
heard .before.
Choirisky (1972) says that we have internalized linguistic 
rules, and the form of the language has already been built into 
our minds: before we ever learn to s:peak. In other words, we have 
a universal grammar, genetically developed in our brairi. We can 
learn any human language, because we have an "innate mental 
mechanism"-a mechanism of language acquisition.
These internalized rules stand for oompeitence in our native 
language. For thi;:> reason, a nonverbal infant's transformation 
into a fluent speaker of his/hcjr native language can be said 
to have initially a Language Aoqui.sit ion 'Device (LAD).
Chomsky explains that language is generated in the mind by 
principles wiiicli transform deep .structures into surface 
structures. These deep structure and generative systems are 
situated in a certain place which we will call a "device."
Let us consider scientifically with greater care what is 
involved in tlio br.ain. Tlie brain is divided into two parts; 
these parts ax'c called cereljrai hemispheres. The coi-pus callosum 
is a transverse tract betv-ieen the left and right hemispheres.· 
Today, scientists agree that "specific neuroanatomical 
structures," tliat are vital for speech and language, are found in 
the left hcMii ispdiero, beoauBC any damage in the left cerebral 
hemisphere of a person caiise.s language di.sorders (Diller, 1981).·
G1 a s n €? r (19 0.1) c f i. .1J. s t h e .1 e f t h e m i s p» i i ore I; h e " s c i e n t i f i. c 
brain" while he calls the right hemisphere the "artis|;ic brain."
It is true that each hemisphere of the brain has functions for 
learning, remembering and perception, hut the left hemisphere, 
somehow, in very sennitivo to some aspects of language 
aofjiaisi Lion. Figure .1 taken from Language Two (1982) by 
Dulay and Krashen summari;ics the? "internal process of language 
acquisition in the brain."
LANGUAGE 
ENVIRONHEMT
LEARNER'S
VERBAL
■> PERFORMANCE
Figure “1 Internal process of language acquisition in the 
brain
As can be seen in tlie diagram, first tiie input is processed 
by an emotional filter. What is emotionaily acceptable filters; 
what is unacc€5ptable does not filter. Second, the input that 
gets through reaches the Language Acquisition Device (LAD). As 
Chomsky (1972) explains, this device is innate and unconscious, 
located in tlie right hemisphere of tlie brain, is specific to 
language, consists of deep .ytructure.s and rules for transforming 
those structures Into surface structures, and enables us to 
produce an infinite number of sentences which we have never heard
m
before. Actually there is nothing mysterious about this, because 
the LAD which is found in all human beings does not vary frpra one 
person to another por.son. The third device, called the "monitor," 
consists of consciously learned rules which describe surface 
structures. It has no effect on LAD and cannot generate
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language. 11. can only od i I;, vavise, delete., or expand what the 
LAI) has produced .
To sum up,. acquisition is an in ternal iaation. of language 
rules and formulas wh.icli are used to communicate in the second 
or foreign language. Krashen defines acquisition as the 
spontaneous process of rule internalisation that results from 
natural language use by the help of the Language Acquisition 
Device that directs tlie process of acquisition (Krashen, 1983).
B) AN EXPLANATION OF THE NATURAL APPROACH
In 1977, Tracy Terrell wrote an article entitled "A Natural 
Approach to Second Language Acquisition and Learning." Since tliat 
time Terrell and others have experimented with implementing the 
Natural Approach in eilementary to advanced level classes and with 
several other languages. Later,. Steplien Krashen collaborated 
with Terrell on a book called NATURAL APPROACH. published 
in 1983.
The Natural Approach is based on Five Hypotheses given below 
which are responsible for language acquisition:
1- ) The Acquisition-Learning Hypothesis
2- -) The Natural Order Hypothesis 
3“) The Monitor Hypothesis
4") The Input Hypothes:Ls
5-) The Affective Filter Hypothesis
Language defined as n tool for communicating meaning.s and 
messages. Kraslien and Terrell note that acquisition can take
10
place only when people UM'.lerstand meissages in the target 
language. For this reason, the initial task oF the teacher in the 
class is to provide eoBipreliensible input that includes a 
structure that is part of tlio next stage. Krashen (1985) refers 
to tliis with tile foriiiula "ill." The teacher is tlie source of the 
learner's input and tiie creator '.>f an intere.sting variety of 
classroom activities such as problem solving, commands, games, 
ads, charts, graphs and maps. The Natural Approach teacher keeps 
the classroom atmosphere interesting, a.nd friendly in order to 
reduce learners' affective filters for language acquisition.
Kra3han a11d Te rre i1 say that 1earners' roles in the Natural 
Approach arc .seen to change according to their stage of 
linguistic development. In the pre-produotion stago. students 
are expected to participate in acquisition activities without' 
having to respond in the target language. All other methods have 
students speaking in tlie target languag;e from the first day. In 
the Natural Approach, the learners choose when to begin to use the 
target language. According to Krashen, the student's silence 
is beneficial in the class at the beginning level. At this 
stage, the Total Physical Response Method developed by James
4
Asher can be used by teachers because "comprehensible input" 
is essential for triggering the acquisition of language. 
The Total Physrical Respon.se· method consists basically of 
obeying commands given |jy the instructor that involve an overt 
physical response. The instructor, for example, says' "open your 
books," and the class opens their books.
In the e.ar,l.Y ??rodnotion stage students respond with a 
single word or combinations of two or three words like "house,"
11
"vrlndows," "penciJ" or "ilial: is; a house." Teachers do not
correct students' errors, s.uice students struggle with the target 
language.
Finally, the speec}i·-eineinten 1^ stage requires much more 
eomple-K sentences and discourse, involving role-play arid games, 
open-ended dialogue.^ and discussion. The objective at this stage 
is to promote fluency. Teachers should be concerned in the 
classroom with language use, not language knowledge and have 
students experience the target · language most effectively by using 
it in realistic situations wil;h purposeful activities.
According to tile Natural Approach consciously learned 
knowledge should be gained by .students inductively or 
deductively. If grammar explanations are done in the classroom, 
they must be brief, simple and in the target language. Students 
can use grammar books outside the classroom; .such use is highly 
recommended by Kraslien ( 1983).
C) AN EXPLANATION OF KRASUEN'G FIVE HYPOTHESES
ACQU1S ]T 1ON - LE A RN1NG HYPOTi f E SIG
Accord i. n g t o K r a ,s hen (19 8 3 ) , s e c o n cl Ian g u a g e a c q u i. s i t i o n j. s 
the same process through whicii we acquired our mother tongue, and 
it represent?,’ the natural, inherent, .subconscious experience by 
whioii we internalysie the target language, putting emphasis on the 
mèsfjage rather tlian on form. Acquisition i.s p icking--UP a 
language, informal and implicit learning or natural learning. 
Learning, unlike ao-quisiLion, is a con.scious process tliat focuses 
learners' attention on the structure.
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For example, In traditional c laarsrooma, teachers talk about 
structural rules, and students are expected to take notes and 
are forced to know about language. 'J'hls is explicit and 
formal knowledge? of language. However, in real life, we rarely
give our attention to tlie foriu of the language when we 
communicate with the speake;rs of our own language. Therefore, 
Krashen .says that acquisition gives us fluency, learning gives us 
accuracy. They can make two different kinds of contributions for 
learner.^ in learning languages in academic situations.
Chomsky'E? linguistic theory (1972) claims that acquisition 
disappears after puberty. According to the Acquisition-Learning 
Hypothe.sis, Krashen ( 1963) olaimf.ii that "adults can still acquire 
second languages, that the ability to "pick up" languages does 
not disEippear at puberty b.s some have claimed, but iis still with 
us as adults." Taken from tlie Natur.ai. Approach (1983), Figure 2 
shows the diatinctloms between learning and acquisition.
Acquisition
-similar to child first language 
acquisition
•picking up a ianguagf;
■subconscious
-i mp1i ci t kn o w i e d g e
'formal teaching does not help
-formal knowledge of language
■knowing about a language 
-con sc ious 
exp1ic1t knowledge 
formal teaching helps
Figure -2 Learning/Aoquis.11i on distinctions
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THK NATIJRAl. ORDER HYPOTHESIS
The principal source oi: evidence for the Natural Order 
Hypothesis comes from the so--called "morpheme" studies. In 1974, 
Du lay and Burt published a study called "Natural Sequences in 
Child Second .Language Acquisition." They reported the order in 
which eleven features of the English grammatical system were 
acquired by children of different first-language backgrounds, 
They state that all the children acquired the eleven features 
such as articles (a, the), copula (be, am, is, are), regular or 
irregular past (-cd, came) in approximately the same order. 
Later, ■ these findings v/ere tested on adults. TI>e evidence 
appears to indicate that cliildren and adults, native and non­
native learners acquire English .structures in a .similar order. 
Krashen defines tliis order as "the natural order." Krashen· 
(1983) says that thl.s natural order for adult sub,iects seems to 
appear reliably when we focus adults on communication, not on 
grammar tests.
As ment/ioned above, much second-language acquisition 
research depends on various morpheme studies. Such studies have 
not been replicated using foreign leuiguagc .students, at least not 
students of English as a foreign language. Such studies should 
be replicated not only wil.h English a.s a foreign language 
sub.jects, but wllli some languages other than English for . which 
equivalent, morpheme!' would have to bo identified. In this area, 
more research is needed in which the Du lay and Burt type of 
bilingual measurements are replicated with seakers of various 
first language backgrounds, but in addition English teachers
.14
n eed a b 1.ea «t t iro k ind s of o 111e r s tud i en :
a'; oxpanfjioii oj' i:,he sequence «Ludies outside morphemec 
b) replication of all these studies in a foreign language 
o n V i j:· o 1 ni 1 e n I (especial. 1 y i 11 Turkey)
According to the Natural ’ Order Hypothesis, certain 
grammatical structure.^ I:.ci)d to come early and others late. This 
means that some strijctures are a.oquired more early than others. 
Krashen (1983) s t.·:) I.es tfiat inflections such a.s tlie "ing" of the 
present continuous tense and tlie auxiliary "do” are not acquired 
at the same time. Also, the order of difficulty is not 
necessarily consistent with what English teachers believe is an 
easy or difficult structure .so ttiat teachers should teach them in 
a p red ic t al.'i 1 e ord e r .
There is also evidence that similar structures are acquired 
in different natural orders in different languages. Turkish 
inflections, for example, are acquired early by Turkish children, 
because Turkish inflections are regular and simple. However, 
Eriglisli inflections are; acquired later by learners, since they
a r o i r r e g u 1 a r a n d c o m i j i o x.. T11 o r o f o i:e , a t h e o r y s u p p o r t i n g a
/
natural order ol' language acquisition should be responsible for 
the order in which all languages are learnt. English should not 
account only for the evidonot/ of one language. For example, 
Turkish has no English article equivalents so that Turkish 
students have difficulty in 'Jearning to use the English definite 
and indefinite arti(ilo.s. Hi.)wever this does nob mean that English 
teachers will teach "ing" early and "i.he" late; the .syllabi 
should not be based on the natural order because tho goal in the
15
Natui'ai Approach :is langua.^ i-· ncqu is’ition, nol.; language learning. 
K r a s h e n (.1 9 S 3 ) r a c o m ii e n d « a !: j y ]. 1 a b u .· j b a s e d o n L· o p i c s , functions, 
and situations.
THE MONITOR HYPOTHESIS
Students appear to have two different ways of developing 
skills in a second language: learning and acquisition. The 
Monitor Hypothesis basically explaimv what the interrelationship 
is between the conscious and subconscious process as .mentioned 
earlier in the .section on learning acquisition distinctions.
Ellis (1905) says tiiat acquired knowledge which is 
responsible for fluency in a second language is located in the 
left hemisphere of tiie brain in the language areas. Learned 
knowledge is also located in the loft hemisphere, but not in the 
language areas.
The function of acquired knowledge is to initiate the 
comprehension and production of utterances. .Conscious learning 
can only act as a monitor or an editor for self ■correction as 
well as acquired knowledge.. but it is not used to initiate 
production in a seoonrl/foreign language..
Krashen (1982) suggests that teachers have to be able to set 
up three necessary condit:ions for students to make use of their 
conscious knowledge sucoessCul.ly in tlie classrooms in order to 
get correct respon.ses. Students have to have enough time to 
monitor their oral and written output. Ho points out that time 
alone is not enougli, because students do not alway.s apply their 
monitor even if they have time for it.
The focus of students must' be on ttie form of the message
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while "oorroct" sipofoli is an impor Ian h tioal of teachers; students 
must k?lQ.H. Llie g^rammatical ru l.cs in order to make self- 
correction. Here the aim is that use of the conscious monitor 
has thci effect of allowing student.'3 to supply items that are not 
yet acquired because the iate acquired items as mentioned in the 
Natural 0rder Soc t ion are mor·e 1 carn ab 1 e . Theref ore, studen ts 
have the chance to use tlieir learned competence, and in this case 
s t u d e n t s r e c e i v e in o r e i n p u t .
According to the Monitor flypothesis, speech errors must be 
accepted as a natural part of the acquisition process by 
teachers. They must, not be corrected directly. Terrell (1983) 
suggests:
No st.udents errors shou],d be corrected during 
acquisition activities in which the focus by 
definition must remain on the me.ssage of the 
oouimunloation . Correction of errors would 
focus the students on form, thereby making 
acquisition more, not loss, difficult. 
Correction of speech errors may lead to 
learning, but not to acqui.sition.
The Monitor IlypoL)iesi.s also implies that there are the 
following limited benefits of conscious learning:
-Conscious learning of production such as capitalization, 
apostrophes, comma and spelling is highly recommended. 
-Conscious J.earning kiun?ledge enables some students to 
develop confidenoe in the creative construction progress. 
Krasheri (1.982) says tliat the Monitor Hypoiliesis takes into 
consideration three kind.s of Monitor u.sers. (1) Monitor-over- 
users: These are the .students who attempt to use their learned
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competence. A« a .resni.1.1. ilicy tipea.k v?iili no f.luoncy. (2) Monitor- 
under’Usei's: Students who do not use their learned compotence
may make mistiikes but they have an intuitive "feel" for 
corrections. They trust completely their acquired competence. 
(3) Optinml-monitor-users: Krashen (1982) says that "our
pedagogical goal i-s to produce optimal users, performers who u.se 
t l ie  M onitor  wi 1 en i t  i s  appi·c.ip'riato ancl when i t  d o e s  n o t  i n t e r f e r e  
witli communication." Tltese students use both their learned 
competence and acquired competenc;e together as in Figure 3 where 
the monitor is seen to support acquired competence.
The diagram which Krashon lias used as a picture of the Monitor 
Model is shown in Figure 3 below:
Acq u i r ed compe ten oe
L e a r n e d c o m p e t e n c e 
(The Monitor)
-......Output
Figure -3 A model of adult second language performance
THE INPUT HYPOTHESIS
.Krashen ('.1985) ¡f;tales that the Input Hypothesis is liis
favorite one and it is the most important part of the theory 
behind tlie Natural Approach. He says that people acquire
languages by understanding mesi-iages, not form. But children and 
adults spieak as a result o£ "comprehensible input." The Input 
Hypothe.sis olaiiius l;hat uudenstandabie input must also contain i+1
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t o  be  uset'u.1. [ o r  laiifi'u;j.ge a c q u i s i t i o n .  Here  i  r e t e r s  t o  t h e  
i n p u t  a t  t h e  s t u d e n t s '  p r o s ’ori t  l ove . I ;  .1 r e f e r s  t o  a l e v e l  
a bo ve  t t ie  s t u d e n t s '  p r e . s e n t  l e v e l .  Tlie o p t i m a l  i n p u t  mus t  be 
compre l i ons  i b l e  , no t  n e c e s s a r  i  l y  graimiiat  r e a l  l y  s e q u e n c e d  ,
s u f f i c i e n t  in  q u a n t i t y  and s l i g l i t l y  be yo n d  t h e  s t u d e n t s '  c u r r e n t  
l e v e l  o f  c o m p e t e n c e .  '
Kra.shen (J.985) eJaims tljad. the Input Hypothesis has two 
cor о 11 a r ie.s :
1) rspeaking is· a re.su It of acquisition and not its cau.se
2) if the input i.s enough and understandable, the necessary 
grammar is automatically provided
According to the Input Hypothesis, there is a silent peripd 
between input and output. The length of this period differs from 
student to student. Some learners produce original statements in 
a short period, some prefer being silent for a long time, and 
some start speaking as .soon as something has been introduced in 
tlie classes.
Kraslien believes tha.t tlie input should be roughly tuned
rather than finely tuned, because students will be exposed to
natural language use and a better kind of input in the classes.
Student-s have tlie chance to start their speech with the present
continuous tense, then ask question by using, tiie present perfect
tense, later they can organise their speech by me-ans of their
communicative needs, in the s.ame way that they use all sorts of
structures in daily life. Tliis is called "roughly tuned input."
However, in the ■ clas.sroom, tciachers often use only the structure
\
being taught at the moment. Tli.is is called "finely tuned input" 
or input directed only at tlie sl.udenty’ present level of
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commun icatJ.VP! p,*oiiipetencf:. .Figure 4 illustrâtes the diff ei’ence 
between Finely tuned input that aims specifically at one 
structure at a time, and roughly tuned input that is the result 
of a speaker using a languago. Some of tiie structures are 
s 1 :i g h t .1 y b e y o 11 d t h e s t u d e n t s ' 1 e v e 1. 11 o w e v e r , t ii a t does not mean
they camiob understand them.
0 .1 2
-/■
3
-/·
NATURAL ORDER
0 1
-/-■
2
/-
finely 
tuned input 
i + 1
/ —   / “ --■>
review practice prereview
4. 5 i + 1
■/----------- / - -  - / ------------- /-■— >
roughly 
tuned input..
Figure -4 The difference between finely and 
rough J y-tuned inpu t
THE AFFECTIVE FILTER HYPOTHESIS
To Krashen (1983), understanding a message is not sufficient 
for language acquisition in the classroom. Students' feelings and 
emotions in the classroom are very important for the 
understandable mes.sage to reach the Language Acquisition Device 
(LAD) which is located in Uie languago area of the brain and it 
also directs tlie process of acquisition.
The Affective Filter Hypothesis implies that not all 
comprehensible input reaches the LAD; only a part of the input 
which goes througli the filter is acquired. This filtering
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p r o c e s f.? o c c u r s i. n I:, l ie 0. f 1* e c 1. :i v e f :i 11 e r . T h e a f f e c I:; i. v e f i Iter 
goes u|·) aiuJ dt.'iwn 0.0oonJ i. 11 1;o trl:.i.idoaI:;·;?' motivation, self
confidence ami M.nxioty. II, is hypo the« i ,5:od that students with 
low filters acquire more than the ones with hifih filters. Figure 
5 illustratçîs how sentences can be generated a.t both the LAD and 
tlie Monitor level.s. 'l'ln> filter controls the a.mount of the input, 
that goes in. It also selects where this input should go: to the 
LAD or to the monitor.
inpul
Figure ”5 Operation of the affective filter
We can summari;:o tlie five Hypotheses with a single claim: 
students acquire second languagofs only if they are exposed to 
comprehensible input and if tlieir affective filters are low 
enough to allow the input in. When tlie .student's filter is down 
and appropriate comprehensible input is presented, acquisition 
is inevitable, unavoidabio and cannot be pj.'evented, because the 
language "mental or.gan" will function .just as automatically as 
any other organ. Kra.shen':; .jccond Language Acquisition Theory 
lias changed our conc<.q)t of language l.■.eac.·^ılııg and has suggested 
nev^  ideas for tluj tea.olicj s wliu apply communicative language 
teaching.
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SECTION V
IMPLEMENTATION OF KRASHEN'S FIVE HYPOTHESES IN TURKEY
After having discucsed a number of the theoretical
arguments, the aim of this section is to consider the practical 
relevance and application of Uie· five hypotheses within the 
classroom situation in Turkey. In addition., the readers of this 
project will find tecdiniejues fur teaching listening,, reading, and 
the four skills througii video at tlie end of this section.
Normal people in natural settings manage to acquire their 
first languages. The most common belief is that if you wish to 
learn a language, go l,o the country wliere it is spoken and live 
witii the native speokersi for a long periacl. Bub Kras hen (1965) 
says:
This is,, however, poor advice to give to 
a beginner. Going bo the country, for a 
a beginner, is very inefficient. It. results 
only in incomprehensible input (noise) 
f o i' q u i 19 a j o ri g t i m e .
From tiie point of Kras hen's view, foreign language
classrooms! are the only places where students can benefit from 
the maJ or source of c 15mprelieus ib Ie input. If teachers fill
foreign language lassrooms with ixipub that is optimal for 
aequ .is; it ion, and when students are exposed to rich sources, of 
input in the cla:.;s;, and when they are proficient enough to take 
advsmtage of it, the classroom cun be superior to the natural 
setting. In the Natural Approach, it iis claimed that acqui-sition
takes pj.aoe durinii· episodes·,· of mean j ng J.‘u .1 communication in the 
target language. in real life, a monsage transferring information 
between or ainong people is alv^ays real, genuine and communicative 
We not only use language to o'ommun icate, but also to convey what 
we feel, to think and to give or tp get inf orination.
In claf3i.5rooiii!:; wiiorc sstudentss learn how to coiumunicato in the 
target language, me in? ages si ho u Id bo rfjal,, or at least realistic 
and believable·. By repeating meaningless .sentences over and over 
again, f:5tudento will nrst learn how to Ic-arn to communicate in the 
target language.
Du lay, Fhirt, and Kr ashen (190^1) .state that for maximum 
acquisition to occur iii the classroom meaningful communication is 
needed. The more .students are interested in meaningful activities 
in the target language the more they are eager to communicate 
in the target language. Tlic use of meaningful activity in the 
classroom is the first and the most important step in learning to 
use language spontaneou.sly, and unconscious learning (acquisition) 
will give students fluency in time.
What ifs meaningful communication? How can teachers set up 
meaningful activil.ies for students in large classrooms?
"Meaningful commun ioat j on" means that one student mu.st be in 
a position to toil anotlier sometlilng tliat the second student does 
not already know. In other words, teachers should provide their 
students with problem •so.lv ing activities. For example, if two 
students are looking at a picture of a room scene and one .says to 
tlie' other "Where Is the cat sleeping?" and he answers that the 
oat is sleeping under tlie chair because he can see it as clearly
as felloM-studenl can, i.liis is not coitnnunicative. However,
if one student has tlie picture of the room and the other has a 
simi-lar picture with fjome fcal.uro£! missin/:? which he must find out 
from the first student, then tlie same question becomes 
challenging, meaningful, and oommunioative. Tliis kind of
activity in tlie class seems to be one of the most fundamental in 
the whole area of communicative teaching. One of the main tasks 
for teacher,'? is to ;?et ut' situations for students and ,to create 
appropriate mal.eriaJs in order- to motivate tlic students in 
Lear n i 11 g a c t i. v 111 <. > t a.
The following is a teclinicjue for teachers with limited 
facilitie.s. This tecliniquo is called "Tango-seated Pairs/Groups." 
Tango seating is one simple means of overcoming some of the 
problems of the large classes (Samuda and Bruton, 1986).
In this technique, the toncher has one student in each pair 
turn his/lier cliair around to face in the opposite direction while 
still being able to talk l.o his partner side by sidji. The result 
is that half of tlie class is now facing one way and the rest the
other way. This is tango position. Figure 6 presents
seating arrangemen t.s of the 13 tuden ts in large classes.
♦ 1 t i ♦ 1 L 1 ♦J_ i_ _L
r r “ _____
* ♦ * 1 f ♦ _L _L i i-i.
♦ 1 t i t L · _L _L t
n
1 1 ♦ i _L J_ _L _L±
□  m i
Figure -•■(5 Tango '1. ted Pairs
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Th:i.! í^ a V ' I , .  ;! s ínj- r; 1 a ;\n \'?!i;icli hilero a r e  n o t  f ; i x e d
c 11 a j., r ía . T r h 1 \ o i  e a i · i :í f  i, x (f* d c I \ ;;i i r s i. r i 1 11 e o .1. a s : í , t  e a c 11 e r s  w J. 11
ha ve 1.0 d i v i d e  i.he o.la::ís i iii .o Lwo g r o u p s .
i ’ he teaud ier  can now p l a c o  hlie two v i s u a l  s t i i i i u i i  a s  in 
F i g u r e  7 whifdi d J f f c r  oach  r>ther ín s i x  o r  s o v e n  w ays  a t
opposihí ; ;  s i d o s  o i  hhe c l a s s r o o r i i .  Facli  h a l f  o f  th e  o l a s s  i s  shown 
one üT hhese  p i f ;  l .uros  > and by asl; .irig t . i i e i r  p a i r - - p a r t n e r , t h e y  niust 
'' spo  t I; he d i  i' I: o r  e n «:íe,s '' be 1; v^îcon h wo p i i::í hu r e s ,  w 11 i <;:? h t  l iey Llien wr i  t e  
down .
F i  g u r o ·" 7 A s a in p 1 e p i. c l  u v e h o r s  i:^  o t  - 1:. )· j e - d i  F f  o r  e n o e s
S I: u (.] e n L o ü. i i v-u:« r k i  n i: w o g r o u p s  . G r o u \:> A s 11 o u 1 d 1 ü o k a t t  h e
p i e  tu  r e  o i:* A i  i and A y s o ' s  lu 'uso  a s  it: i s  h o d a y . Group^ B s h o u l d
1 oqk a t t he p i. (j tu .re o f  hlio 11ouso  a s 11 was t  h ro e  mon t h s a g o . The
menibers (d‘ bol di 1, oanir> a r e  ti* j. (índh.; cd.· A i  i  and A y s e .  Group B
V :¡, s  i h e d L11 o 11' u e y í.:* í;> í . e i:' d o y . Cr i" > j 11/' A v i  s i  1;^ o rJ 1. l'i r o o ui ü i i t l i s ag  o
and should find out the changes by asking such questions as:
Havo they mended t.he roof yet?
Have they lucmded the gate yet?
Are there any trees j.j) the g:arden?
In this kind of o.ctivity, the teacher is no longer an 
instructor,, or a drill master. ’The teacher is facilitator, 
analyst, counselor and groui;) process manager. One of their major 
r e.sporisib i 1 i t ies in to establish .situations to promote 
communication and to mo.int.ain students' filters at a low level by 
motivating them according to the Affective l''iH:er Hytpothesis.
Motivation in the classroom involves the learnei.''s reasiona 
for attempting to acquire the target language. Activities 
involving real communication and in which language is used for 
meaningful tasks are thought to facilitate the language 
acquisition in the classroom. Also, the language· which is 
meaningful to the student makes acqusition easier. Krashen (1983) 
stresses that language acquisition comes about tlirough using the 
target language ciJiumunicatj.vely raUier than through practicing 
language skills. The teacljers' chief tools for a number of 
interaction activities should be pair and group work. The aim 
must also be to produce instrumontally-orionted students who want 
to learn the language for utilitarian reasons such as getting 
aliead in 111e ir occupat ions .
"High anxiety" in the classroom i.s dangerouii;, since highly 
anxious students will do F^oorly in class. In order to eliminate 
anxiety, teachers are recommended to conduct the lesson in a 
classroom in wlilch students arc a.s comfortable as possible. The
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ide8.,l. ciasRi'ootii iiiighl.. ui-iB Lo^ianow' s Liugi’^cstoped J.a bochniques 
whicdi have bec'ii ileve I opei.l l.o help sLudents overcome environmental 
barriers to learning. For exaiiipio, easy chairs, music, art and 
drama are all available to contribut/i to a relaxing environment. 
Posters displaying grawaiio.tica. I information a.bout the target 
language are iiung arouni.l (,ho class, and tlie posters are changed 
every few weeks. btndenls communicate with each other in 
various aotivit.ies di.reot.od by the teacher. I'iie teacher uses the 
texts which are handouts containing dialogs written in the target 
language. The dialog is pi'Oijentod during tx-io concerts. In the 
first cijMoert, tin;; dialog is read by the teacher, the voice is 
matched to the .rliythm of music in ordci’ to activate the left and 
tile right hemispheres of tiio students. During the second
concert, tlio tea oil or reads the^  dialog at a normal rate of speed 
wliile the students rtilax. what foilox-/s is the activation phase 
in whioii students cngiige in various activities including
dramatiaations , gamfjK , songs, queafcion-and-answer (Larsen- 
Freeman, 1986).
The Interaction bet.*?eon the tosachers and students has an 
impx.)rtant place in the learning process. Effective teacher's use 
humanistic techniques and humor. In this way, they can reduce 
students' filters and cliange the clas.s atmbsphere from a negative 
learning environment to a pleasant learning one. When students 
feel that they iiave a good time learning, they can make a lot of 
progress because they liave self-confidence. They are 
communicators. They try to make tliemselves understand although 
they are incompovtent in the target language. They learn to 
o o m in Li n i c a t e 1111' o ugh o o m m uni (.; a t i v e a c t i v i tie s .
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Dulay, et;. al (1.9G2 ) f-nu:;;·.;ost that, teachers should create an 
atmosphere wliere students arc? not cnnbarrassod by tlieii· errors. 
In order to do tliis, role-playing .activities can be used to 
ininimiiie studen t.s' l.’ociings of personal failure when they make 
errors. During these activities, teachers should accept 
students' errors as a sign of motivation or high intelligence or 
a natural part of tlie .acquisition process for learning according 
to tl'ie Monitor Hypothesis as iiicntionod earlier. The risk-taking 
strategies are most likely to result in unacceptable utterances. 
But this fact explains the principle Uiat it is by taking risks 
that students develop their interlanguage. The risk-avoiding 
strategies can scarcely .lead to learning. Therefore, risk-taking 
strategies arc the liigh L ightod principle of the ihaitural Approach; 
thus wli€!n students take ri!i:ks in their language continuum, they 
will develop tlieir Inter languages.
Eri con raging our students to produce sentences that are 
somewliat ungrammatical in terms of full native competence allows 
our students to progress like children by forming a, series of 
increasingly complete liypotheses about the language. Risk-taking 
strategies may all result .in learning outcomes. Terrell (1983) 
states that student.s should not be corrected during acquisition 
activities such as games, problem-solving, and sharing of 
experiences, because all of these activities concentrate the 
students' attention on meaning, not form of utterances. Once the 
students have accepted tlie responsibility- for creating language 
on their own, they need inoreiised motivation. Ultimately 
both students and teachex’s will agrc?e that '‘mist.ake-making" is a 
sign of intelligence.
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According to tliB NaLurai (Jrdor Hypothesis,, students are 
not I'esponsible for tfioir errors if teacdiei'S do not know the 
Natural Ordei' Hypotliesis. For example, in Turkey, teachers try 
first to teaodi the third person singular of the? simple present 
tense. Most of the student:5 in many language programs have 
difficulty in adding tlie suffix '·' s" to a verb for the third 
person .singular in spontaneous conversation. Contrarily, they 
may use this item correetiy in a drill. Tit is item should be 
accepted by the teacher as " late aqu1 red" in ail language 
programs. Dulay, et al (1962) claim that if such structures are 
presented early in a course, students will have a difficult time 
in learning them and will not acquire then« until they have 
acquired enou,gh of the FngliBh rule system. This could be the 
main reason wJiy mc?st of our .students make mistakes with such a 
simple patterns. People working in curriculum development 
departments for tlie schooLs in Turkey siiould provide textbooks 
or handouts that include more recycling of material.
Reseeirch findings on acquisition order have far reaching 
applications for tlie English language elassroomi. Thoro is no 
doubt that uevi research findings in the future· will not only 
provide a basis for tlio development of foreign language 
acquisition theory, but also profoundly help design curricula 
that reflects this natural order. He have to wait for further 
studies of acquisition order which will determine the correct 
order in which students acquire language structures. Krashen 
(1983) suggest..s tliat:. teaoljers must bo very careful before 
presenling any .st i.'uc tu ro?, because the beginning research on
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acqulsi Lion ordor has:: sdiown us· lit), Le about the specifics of 
anything beyond auxiiariesj, arl..icies or a fevi morplieraes.
Krashen (198!i) explsiins Lliat acquisition is responsible for 
our ability to use language i'l botli production and comprehension, 
while conscious learning serves only as an editor or monitor, 
making cliangjcs in the form of output under certain, very· limited 
conditions. He also believes that the productive skills (speaking 
and writing) are the natural result of the receptive skills 
(listening and reading).
The Monitor Hypothesis i.s more applicaple for the writing 
process than oral production for Turkish students. in order to 
train studenl.s to be more pioductivef and component in writing, 
all students need more quidance and sustained practice. Krashen 
(1985) explains:
Feedback is useful when it is done during 
tlie writing process, i.e. between drafts.
It ;i.s not useful when done at the end, i;e. 
comments and corrections on papers read at 
home and returned to t.lie .students.
For this reason, the E^rocess Approach will be effective in 
teacdiing writing for Turkish student.s. The teachers who use this 
process give their students tlie chance to explore a topic fully 
in 55!uch pre--wr i ting act:ivitics as discussion, reading, debate, 
brains torming., and 1 iI. ma.!< i11g ( Raimes , 1983)
The preparation of an acoeptahle \vriting assignment 
acci:ird ing to 1.11>;· !’roct:·.■>; App roac11 f or tcac 11 Lng writing s 11ou 1 d 
involve tliese stii.gO's:
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a --) p r e -- w r i tin g a o t i v i t i o « 
b-) writing 
C-) evaluation 
d-·) revision
Students are expected first ,to plan what they intend to 
write by opening up a. discussion among themselves in the 
classroom witii the help of tlie teacher; then they compose a 
preliminary draft, rearrange it until they are satisfied with the 
result, and revise Die second draft before submitting the final 
copy. During this writing process, many students make a lot of 
self-corrections by using their conscious learning knowledge on 
tlie rough draft. Students may not correct each error, but they 
will be able to increase their written accuracy. Students nrake 
use of their conscious iearning that acts as a monitor or an 
e d i t o r for s e 1 f · ■ c o j:* r e c t j o n .
Teachers can also helj:) students in evaluation and revision 
of written drafts by asking students to correct the subject-verb 
ag r e e m e n t, s p e 11 i. n g and t e n s o e r r o r s o r a r t i o 1 e usage. R a i m o s 
(1983) suggests that time, a.nd feed.bac_k.. are very important 
wlieii done during the writing process, because student self- 
evaluation does noi:. improve writing itself.
Children acquire their first language by listening, by 
watching, and by touching. Late'r, tiioy go to school and learn 
how to read and write. Tlien, reading becomes another means of 
acquiring their nal.ivo language for that people. This is the 
natural process of acquisition all students go through.
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However, cle.ssrooms· for foreUta la.niiuag'c; learners are the only 
pla,ces where students practice the tarfiet l^ inguaiie by · 1 istening 
and read im?.
Listening, unlike other language skills, is an internal 
process that cannot be directly observed. We cannot, make any 
comment witii certainty when our .students listen to us or a tape 
cassette. Harmer (1983) states that listening is an active 
process in which the listener plays a very active part- in 
c o n s r u c 11 n g t h o II e 131. ·. ag e .
As listening and speaking are botli important in learning a 
foreign language v/ell, teachers should not separate these two 
skills. In 'a listening ola.ss, teachers should not always talk
without giving students a cliarice to Interact with them. Listening 
requires much more effort and practice on the part of students. 
In the Natural Approacli, tho role of teachers is very important, 
because they are exemplary listonors. Listening to students with 
understanding, tolerance and patience creates a relaxed, 
trusting, pleasant, and fi’iendly classroom atmosphere for 
student.^ in order to help them acquire the target language.
As mentioned earlier, classrooms play a vital role for 
Turkish students in practicing the language by listening and 
reading. In the Nal.ural Approach, tlie main goal of a reading 
clas.s is to train students to read more effectively. The role of 
the teacher is to improve students' ability to read by using 
effective teclmiques o.t an appropriate pace without missing 
important information in the text.
By all measures, reading seems to be the most important 
language skill in Turkey. Many of the reading sub-skills such as
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skimming and scanning tanglit in English classes are applicable to 
the study of other subjects and enable all students to use their 
textbooks more efficiently. Krashen (1983) claims:
Reading may also be a source of comprehensible 
input and may contribute significantly to 
c-onipeteijce in a .second« language. There is a 
good reason, in fact, to hypothesise that 
reading makes a contribution to overall 
competence, I,о all four skills.
According to the scliema theory, improving student'.s reading 
comprehension depends on their own previously acquired knowledge. 
In a reading class, teachers should make use of students' 
background knowledge to provide sufficient clues in the text for 
the student. If there is a mismatch between the content of the 
reading material and Idio reader's scliema, the reader will not 
be able to comprehend the mo:.7sage at a reasonable rate. For this 
reason, much reading material, ospeoially non-scientific reading, 
is culturally biased. This kind of material may cause 
comprehension problems for students. If tlie teacher believes that 
cultural oontout interferes with students' comprehension, such 
material might bo avoided, or teachers can explain tlie 
differences in cultural behaviour to the students before they 
read. There is afU'l;her way to decrease interference from the 
text: use a "narrow reading" technique which facilitates
students' comprehension by &;eiocting texts of a single author or 
a single topic, as ¡.suggested by Krashen (1983).
Two typos of classroom activities that have appeared to 
provide opportunity for language acqu i:3 it ion ' ar e referred to as
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"active reading" and "active iisbening." These types of 
activities (;iin be |:)resen 1;.ed through the use of recorded segments 
•ot language on tape, film or videotape, because the need, for 
audiovisual materials in the foreign language classi-oom arises 
from the fact that a lesson which uses a visual medium leaves a 
visual impression of the situation associated with tl)e language.
Most teachers fiave access to tape recorders in the schools 
and some to language, laboratories. These are essential aids, but 
the £iid that can help botli teachers and students most is the 
videotape recorder. Wiion students are watching a film, they can 
interpret, the iiie.ssage with the lie Ip of the speaker's body 
gestures and facial expression.
In Turkey, most of the students who are learning a foreign 
language are more concerned with the language than with the 
messages it is used to coiraiiunioate when they are listening or 
reading. Their In tero,':·; ts are in uso.go rather than use. Both 
reading and listening shouJ.d be carried out for a purpose other 
than reading or listening to the language itself. In real life, 
we read in order to obtain information for different p/urposes. 
Therefore, different kinds of sub -skills such as 'skimming' and 
'scanning' .should be done in a reading classroom. These kinds 
of reading tasks require an active involvement on the part of the 
students in the classrooms. The Natural Approach teacher should 
provide a very important reason to the students for reading. This 
means that reading should be carried out for a purpose other than 
reading tlie language itself. The students should be less 
concerned with the language tlmn with the messages it is used to
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communicate. The students should wish to do something with 
language other than .simply learn it.
•From the teachers' point of view, one of 'tlie main 
difficulties of teacliing foreign languages lie.s in selecting the 
most appropriate mai.erials and activities. Before selecting any 
materials, teacdiers should take into account students' individual 
reading and listening abilities and tlieir interest areas, because 
the greatest obstacles in a foreign language context is 
motivation. Receptive skill activities should be slightly 
beyond students' current abilities (i+1) in order to hold their 
attention or to cliallcnge siudentfi in the clas.sj?oom. Otherwise, 
many students will fail to reacli target language competence.
Byrne (1901) gives tiie following example, dr-awing attention to 
111 e following I ,.) o i n L· r
If wc:· rea·.! an .ad Гог a job in thf; new-spaper, 
wc may i.i It witli some<:itie or we may
ring up and iiKiuire al.iout the: jrib, we may 
Id I on vn.’il.-o a, J.cttor of app lio.ation for the 
job, wlncii will in turn lead onto somebody 
else's reading tlie letter and replying to it. 
Thus, uo have a nexus of reading, speaking 
( *- listening), wr i t ing-read ing-wr it ing. In 
short,, a whole chain of activities involving 
tlie ex;crcise of different language skills has 
been g e n о r a t e· d .
As dennonstra tod in Byrne'.s example above, tiiere is a link 
between one lani^uage activity and another. It is based on the 
idea that in real life tlic skills such as speaking, listening, 
reading am.] writing toko place in on integrated way. The teacher 
can provide tlie contexts in whicli the student can practice the 
four language skills togedjior in a natural, meaningful and
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purposeful way.
A 55 w e 11B V e a 1 r ad y d i s c u s 55 (:?d i r\ o o n n e c t ion with K r a s h e n / s 
five [hypotheses, tlie oinphasis must be placed on comprehensible 
input and meaniip·?!').) 1 practice activitie.s rather than on the 
producl:Lon oJ: gramma I;, ¡.cal ly perfoci; scnbences. Kraslien and 
Terx-ell (1983) sugge-si (.hat. a wide range of activities can be 
used to inakf? input comprehensibie through the use of appropriate 
techniques. Language I.eachors are recommended first to study 
the needs of the students and determine what their goals are 
before they apply the technique and change the technique to suit 
students' needs and the part:i.cuiar features of the language they 
t e a c 11. '
The aim of the following tejchniquos whicli reflect the ideas 
and principles discussed in this project is to give an idea to 
the readers of this project on what kind of techniques will bo 
effective in achieving the clearly defined objectives of the 
lesson.y. The first two techniques are about I'eading and 
listening lessons^ and tlio last teolinique relates closely to the 
idea o f B y r n e ' s i n t; e g r a t o d s k i 11 si t h r o u g h v i d e o .
A TECHNIQUE FOR TEACHING READING
GOAL: Students will make use of their predictive skills 
to focus thoir attention on the reading material 
and to save time i.n t/hoir reading activity.
OBJECTIVES: By the end of I,he le.s.son,, the students will 
be able to
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MATERIALS
1- ,) re J ate tlieir previously acquired knowledge to 
the illl.’ormation in tlV) reading text
2 ) gel. l.lie Kiain idea of the text by reading quickly 
3-) compare and contrast their ideas with the 
wr i ie j' ■ s ideas
' 1 - ) A p.i.oture (or more .)
2- ) An an t lion tic selection
3- ) A blackboard
PRE-READING ACTIVITIES
1-) Ask .students gcineral questions about the topic 
and their reJ.ation.s to our everyday lives
?.-) .3how ;itudont.s picture(s) and ask que-stion.«! about 
each picture or toll anecdotes in order to give 
them an :id<;a o.f wliat i,s to come in the reading 
passage
o’-) Disouss key words, vocabulary and their 
experience v^ itli those words through writing them 
on tiie board
READING ACTIVITIES
1. ') Have students go through tlie passage without 
reading it word by word to enable them to see
whether the words on l.he board appear in the
passage or not
2 ) Ask (.hem l.u read l:he first and the last 
sent.onocs see if their prodlotion!3 hold true
3-) Лак klioni io read l.lic paaaagf..· quickly to see; if 
the ¡.^ ecoml |,>re<;lic t i.ona tliey made when they read 
ai O r.;orj'oot
POST-READING ACTIVITIES :
I·- ) Have al;udfill ta vjork in paira/groups 
2.) Engage atudents in role-play
3-) Aasiign reading for pJeaBure outaide the classroom
A TECHNIQUE FOR TEACHING LISTENING
GOAL: .'Mudcnti,' will listen in order to get a general idea of
what tlic; main points arc and to perform some kinds of 
communicative tardi in the classroom. It gives to 
students an interesting and motivating purpose for
1 is ten ing.
OBJECTIVES: By tlie end ol the Jejsson, the students will able to
1 - ) prepare questions relat.ed to the listening 
passage and answer thenr
2 - ) g e t t l i e i n a i n i f .1 e a t> y 1 i s t e n i n g carefully 
3 - ) learn to take notes
MATERIALS:
.1 ■ ) A p i о I: u r о ( о г in о г t)
2 ■ ) Л I; а р г о с f j г d е г
3··) Лп Muthentic listening selection
4 ) Л bLockboard
5-) Л multiple· choice question
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PRK-LISTENING ACTIVITIES
1 ) Draw Uie To.1 lowing i.liagi''am on l;he board to 
ati.iiui l.al;o the srtudento' responsibilities. Each 
aee€-p!..able question and answer can score a point. 
Witli tlris diagram, the students do not only want 
to do tlioir best to get as many points as 
possibie for their groups but also listen very 
eareJ'ully to take notes in order to raise 
questions and give answers after listening to the 
material
group/score
group 1 
group 2 
group 3 
grouyi 4 
group Ij
..._ . „ . ..  I1questions 1
_ ....  . 11answers J total !(score) 1
.. .. 1I1.... “ . .. 11
111
( s 0 o 0 )!
.. 111
... . ■" \11
.. 1\1
(score ) 1
... 111... ■' '■ ■ ■' 1f1
1 ‘
I11
.. 111
...... —- \
2-) Di'/ide the class into five groups of s:ix or seven 
( L h i S' d 0 };> e n d .s o n the c 1 a :.3 s · · s i z e )
3 ) Show the class appropriate pictures and ask 
(ipj e s t i o n s a 1.1 o u t t h e p i c t u r s 
4i-) Have the students ainswer the muItiple-choise 
question related to the listening selection
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LiSTisNiNa ACTj:vn’j;iiB
1 hi'.! I.Dij.uilO r; |.'.l,ay i·: th'r.· !;.apo I ' a c o r d a r  lrhi.'E.>Gi I j im es .
1 ) Ka.ve I'.ln:· s'tudon 1.'·; listen the first time fo.r general 
comp!·(?hens ion
2- ) Have the s |■,U(h.ítı ts .I'isten the second time, pausing
after meo.li ii'igf u 1 plirases of language to discuss 
what has been said and what is to follow by 
oheoking the i r comprehension
3- ) Jiep.lay the  tape  i f  neces i sary  f o r  t he  s t u d e n t s  to
con f i tm or re,j ec t the ir cone 1 usions, and to fill 
in any gaps they may not have noticed in the 
first a.nd s(,*oond listening
POST-LISTENING ACTIVITIES
As soon as Idle third listening activity fin.ishes;
1. ) set the students to work in groups/pairs to 
create dialogs depend i rig on tiie listening matex’ial
2- -) engage the students in role-play based on the
1i s t e nIn g s e1e c t ion
3- ) have the· whole clasis retell the recorded material 
4 -) assign reading and writing! a.ctivities based on
the  l i s t e n i n g !  m a t e r i a l
A TECHNIQUE FOR TEACHING THE FOUR SKILLS THROUGH VIDEO
GOAL: Gtudenls will watch the sogiments in order to develop 
tJieir Pour skills through video and participate in 
tlio comituiii icat ive activities in the cla.ssroom
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OBJECTIVES: By Uie »5nd of tho leaaon, the students will
be able to
1-) pre.otice the four skills for oonimunication
2··) participate in a variety of language activities
MATERIAL;
1 - ) A V i d i; o 111 a y e r
2 ·■ ) A f i 1 11
3 - ) A t e 1 e v i s A on s e t
4-) A lisl. of plrrases and vocabulary or excerpts from 
the script that suggest the story and give clues 
tc' ciiaracd.erf?. or location
PRE-VIEWING ACTIVITIES ;
1-) Write the names of the characters and placeşs in 
the film on the' board giving background 
information as necessary, and elicit from the 
students’ what they know about the places, what 
they expect the film to be about from the title
2···) After getting desired answers, run a portion of 
the segments with no sound. The students provide 
a commontary and predict what the topic of the 
film is about
VIEWING ACTIVITIES ;
1-) Show the filrti all the way through. A couple of 
observation type questions to be answered after 
tlie first. viewing lielps the .students'
'll
(•i.iiiueii I.r.‘i I.;i on nmi inoI,i vaI:. 1 on . The I.eaoher should 
also chock on 'jvorali comprehension by asking "wh- 
1-ype i ons" which Lost whether the students
can work out wiiy some events lio.ppened in the film. 
These types of questions are even eneouraged to 
give their opinions about the film as it story 
o r 1: 11 f I r a f. r e r j y. a t i o n
2 -) After the first viewing, the picture can be 
froren. The teacher can ask questions such as 
'wiiat is going on?/ ha.s just happened?/ is going 
to happen?' Freeze frame can also be used for 
vocabulary work and communication games such as 
' Desc r i.bo and Write'
POST-VIEWING ACTIVITIES:
1") Have .stnidents write a summary of the film
2-) Have one or two of the students read their 
paragraphs to the class for comparison and 
discuss ion
3 -) Have four or five of the students give a summary 
orally of what was said and shown
SECTION VI
CONCLUSiOH
In thi.s pi'’' - ' . j »· number of the tlieoretical and practical 
developments in the teaching of Englisli as a foreign language 
which have occurred during the last two decades have been
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discussed, and particular attention has been paid to Krashen's
F i V e U у p о 1.11 e у e s .
] i VI e a ti ci о pi: 1.11 r s e 11 ,y > о 111 e. s о a j-i v a 11 f:1, a s I )■ i a у e a 1: t e ш p t e d
I: о s 1 i о w w о il u t, 1: l i e 11 t: 11 (v‘ c r u о i a } q u о s t ion w 11 i c h u n <d e r 1 i e s t Fi i s
inVestiga 1:iоn is 11оvi tо э.pp 1 у I·. 11em to a specifically Turkish
context. As Turkey is drav-ai into the teclinological age^ and is
)exposed to greater contact with her liuropoari aiid Aiuerican allies, 
nobody can deny tliat tlic demurid for English is on the increase.
It is a deiimnd which sees English as an agent of eommunication
rather tlian a more academic discipline: a demand for
connnun ioat iVO as opF.»osod to grammatical competence .
Let u.<3 consider some of the specific problems which we-~as 
teachers-- face in responding to this growing demand. First, 
Turkey is still economically developing. In practical terms, 
this means that ;j t is not fea.yible for the vast majority of Turks 
to go to other countries in wliich t,he target language is the
native tongue. The result of this basic economic fact of life,(·
of course, i.s to emphasise the primacy of the classroom in second 
language acquisition. However, as it has already been noted in 
the project, the staff·student ratios in Turkey are often far in 
excess of a desirable level. Furthermore, the economic reality 
in Turkey is also sucli that resources are limited. Facilities 
such as photocopy macdiines, video equipment, language labs, all 
of which would be taken for granted in many countries, are often 
not available for teachers in many Turkish schools.
It is to be hoped that some of the practical suggestions 
listed below will demon.str.ate that these difficulties can be
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solved. In ;.’liorI, , Krigllsli l;eaelic>r;;; must be pj.’epai.’ed to c'liange 
their ways. We have to be willing to submit oui’selves to the
inJ: 1 uence of riew 1 dcas . i rj i·’oÍ;essiona 1 torms, this might also
moan a wi 11 Ing Les::i to I'arti' -ipate in debate and constructivo
criticism in the I'erm of.’ >, J inicai supervision, for example. The
grammar- ba.:>fjd mebhodo logy ^ which most of us over a certain age 
grew witli, seems safe when compared to the ohaiienge of eliciting 
c o m m u n 1 c a t i V e c o «i j-i e t c 11 o e i n o u r s t a dents.
Teaching foreign languages in Turkey is usually viewed as 
the teaching of structure. Tliis is the first important area where 
most teaeliers have failed, because they iiavc seen themselves as 
teachers· of language. They do not realize tliat language is a 
vehicle for communicating moaning and messo.ge.s. Krashen's Sec'ond 
Language Acquisition Theory that has been discussed in this 
project undermiries the objective of formal language teaching in 
the classroom.
The N a tu r a 1 App):■ oach sho113.d be s t fir ted ks ear 1 y as po,ss ib 1 e , 
preferably at secondary school, level. Hopefully, this would 
then load to a situation whereby i··;tudonl;.s would be free to 
concentrate on tlie Englisli relevant to their chosen subjects when 
they enter higher education.
During the Natural Approach lessons, students improve their 
abilities in tlie target language by attending to understandable 
input, testing l)ypotheses and using tlio target language in 
interactions (Krashen, IDOo). Natural Approach teachers should 
take the following suggestion.^ into con,sideratlon to improve both 
their concept of language teaching and students' performance in 
the classroom:
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1) start a laMi-iuaiie proftrain with listening activities that will 
allow students to bo exposed to ooioprehensible input which is 
an important component of listening comprehension. Early 
production of the target language is not required so that 
students should make their own decisions about when to begin 
to use Engliali, and this silent period results in vocabulary 
development and in acquisition of new structures.
2) Develop the progr'am througli the use of Total Physical Response; 
V i. s и a 1 s , a n d i a t e v e s t; i. n g r e a 1 i. a .
3) Use maga>.:ine or newspaper pictures to introduce new vocabulary 
f о a u s i n g о n 1 у i. > n a s i 11 g i e a' t i v i t у . T о a c h grammatical 
s1:.ruetures in a pi-edic table order and ask either easy or 
yes/no quostions during comuiui) icat i vo activities in the early 
s tagei;.
d ) Use teedin iqui;;j siicli us tango ¡icated pairs which enable 
students to oominun ir;a to with one another. Errors should not 
bo directly correoted, while the students are coming to terras 
with new language input. If the students are afraid to speak 
for fea.r_ of malring errors or of appearing ridiculous, then 
as'k the haruost questions to the better students. Also, 
the use of humanistic tocliniqucs and personalisation is 
effective, beoausiv praise of good performance stimulates 
students to do bettor work than does criticism fbr bad 
performance.
b ) Take your st.udouits seriously as human beings rather than 
1 a n g u a g о a c q u i s! i I- i. о n d о v i c о a . S t u d о n t s come to us with 
individual and eomple.x регг.опа! i ties with varied modes of
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acquirinf^ knowJedfío, v)j l,h di 1;'I'eront apptitudos for learhing. 
Therefore, we should take into consideration the different 
communicative' mcthodi:·· and teohn itnios which will be most 
productive vri. th our students, ’ and with our own teaching 
p e r s o nali t i e s .
6) Find out wliat motivates your stiidonts and make learning 
English a motivating experience, since uiotivation is as 
much an effect as a cause of learning.
7) Move ahead as quickly as possible to reading and writing, but 
do not Tieglf'ci. the listening and speaking skills oven 
after reading and will, ing are introduerjd. Use reading and 
writing experiences as a basis for stimulating the kinds of 
activities which enabie students to agree, to disagree,
to debate or to express disappointment, and sympathy. The aim 
here is to develop students' communicative competence. This 
helps them understand ar.td produce language wliioh is not 
only fluent but also appropriate in varied functions as in 
real-life sil.uation. Ask students to dramati?;© dialogs; to 
formulóte and aru-iwor q\.ioi?!tions on thorn; to play language games; 
to write letters; to take? notes; to participate in activities 
appropriate to their age and to their learning levol(i+l) 
by using the same piece of material.
8) Bo aware of the fact that there are no passive language 
skills. All four language skills foquiro equal, involvement 
from the students. Therefore, devote much more time in class 
to the development of listening comprehension. The aim of the 
reading lessons should not only extend the student's
<18
knowledge of the target I.anguago but also footer thoughtful 
discussion in class. Incorporate "process-- writing" activities 
whioli lead gradually to freer conipositions and stimulate 
studomts to organise Uic?ir idoa.s logically· within an 
informational ac>quonce.
У) Utilise or develop outhen tic instructional materials in harmony 
with your ob.jectivos and Lake into account students' possible 
1 e a r n i П g p r о b 1 e m s .
10) Prapare and give frequent tests in order to
1) understand the proficiency of your students
2) diagnose individual learning p'roblems
3) judge the effeetivericss of your own teaching procedure.
Finally, it has to be said that there is bound to be some 
overlap between the activities outlined above in pai"ticular 
between the? early productive and speech emergent stages.
Nevertheless, the aim has been to clarify, and describe the 
processes involved in tlie movement from language-acquisition to 
coirnriunicative competence, and app-ly these to a specifioally 
Turkish context.
Native-like proi'iciency in English for large number.^ of 
Turkish students is'probably not realistic, at least in the large 
classe.s. But the identification of what is a realistic goal in 
English, coupled witli students' goals and expectations, should 
form tliG bases for a realistic 'English language curricula for 
Turkish sclioois.
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FiESUME
I was born in Elazig iri 1954 and was educated at Inonu 
ilkokulu, Atatürk Ortaokulu and Elazığ Lisesi. Subsequently, I 
was admitted to the faculty of Englisl^ language and literature at 
Atatürk Universi ty , F:r 7'urum .
During my student years, i lived and studied English in the 
United Kingdom for almost three years. After graduating, I 
taught English in Kahraman M¿^ras for one ye?ar, before rgoving on 
to Firat University in 1979. I have been employed in Elazig for 
the last ten years by Firat IJniversity-
F^ecently, during the NA program at Bilkent university I gave 
a paper on the ad¿зıptation of Krashen and Terrell's Natura 1 
Approach for preparatory level language teaching in Turkey. It 
was while working on this lecture that I decided to develop 
this subject as the basis for this project.
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